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Abstract

Much of the focus on big data has been on the problem of pro-
cessing very large sources. There is an equally hard problem
of how to normalize, integrate, and transform the data from
many sources into the format required to run large-scale anal-
ysis and visualization tools. We have previously developed an
approach to semi-automatically mapping diverse sources into
a shared domain ontology so that they can be quickly com-
bined. In this paper we describe our approach to building and
executing integration and restructuring plans to support anal-
ysis and visualization tools on very large and diverse datasets.

Introduction

Developers often spend more time extracting, reformatting,
and integrating data to run analysis and visualization pro-
grams than they do working on the analyses themselves.
Such data reshaping programs are difficult to write because
of their complexity, but they are required because each ana-
lytic tool expects data in a very specific form and to get the
data into that form typically requires a whole series of clean-
ing, normalization, reformatting, integration, and restructur-
ing operations. The problem is made even more challeng-
ing in the context of “big data”, where the sources can be
large (millions to billions of records, gigabytes to terabytes
of size), streaming, and heterogeneous, which means that a
developer cannot possibly review all of the data and the data
preparation must be run in a scalable way on these large
datasets. To achieve the goal of rapidly applying data ana-
lytics and visualization tools on new problems requires an
approach to rapidly define correct data reshaping plans and
then executing them in a scalable way.

Approach

We are addressing the data preparation problem by allowing
a developer to interactively define a correct data preparation
plan on a small sample of data and then execute such a plan
in a parallel, streaming execution environment. To achieve
this goal we are building a comprehensive set of data trans-
formation operations that can handle a wide range of real-
world data, including structured information as well as semi-
structured data, and developing an easy-to-use approach that
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allows a developer to quickly define correct data reshaping
plans that not only transform data, but can easily restructure
the output of one tool into the input of another tool.

In previous work, we developed an interactive approach to
extracting, modeling, and publishing data in a system called
Karma (Tuchinda, Knoblock, and Szekely 2011; Knoblock
et al. 2012; Taheriyan et al. 2012; 2013; Wu, Szekely, and
Knoblock 2012). The focus on this previous work was on
building an approach that allows an end-user to solve their
own integration tasks without having to program those tasks.
We are building on this core idea of easily defining an in-
tegration task, but also addressing the challenge of how to
define data transformation tasks and perform these tasks in
a scalable way. In the original Karma, the system performs
the task interactively on small to moderate size datasets.

In this effort, we are addressing three challenges that are
not addressed in our previous work: (1) how to provide the
rich set of capabilities required to prepare datasets for both
analysis and visualization tools, (2) how to make it easy to
define these complex data preparation plans, and (3) how to
perform these tasks at scale on massive datasets.

Karma provides tools to semi-automatically build a se-
mantic description (or model) of a data source. This model
makes it possible to rapidly map a set of sources (rep-
resented in XML, KML, JSON, structured text files, or
databases) into a shared domain ontology, which supports
the integrated reasoning and processing of data across
sources. Once we have modeled the data sources, they are
then converted into a variety of formats, including RDF, and
published so that various analysis processes can reason over
the integrated datasets.

In order to apply Karma to the problem of big data, we
plan to start with the same core capabilities to be able to
quickly model sources, which allows us to automate many
of the required transformations, and then develop new data
restructuring capabilities and then execute this restructuring
on big datasets. The fact that the system can rapidly build a
model of a source means that Karma would enable a user to
quickly define a restructuring plan. As shown in Figure 1, the
user would define the restructuring plan on a small subset of
the data, and then Karma would build the general plan and
execute that plan in a distributed environment over the entire
dataset.
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Figure 1: A user would build a data restructuring plan on a sample of the data; Karma would execute the plan at scale

A Detailed Example

We envision using Karma to create general integration
pipelines by demonstrating them to Karma on specific sub-
sets of their data. A user would do this interactively by work-
ing in a graphical user interface to gather, combine and pro-
cess data, working with a small sample so that they can
see the results step by step. After demonstrating the desired
steps, Karma saves a general script that can be easily modi-
fied and can be executed in batch mode on larger datasets.

Figure 2 illustrates the process. Here, the user gathers
data from several bioinformatics data sources, KEGG and
PharmGKB, and downloads the data into Karma. Because
these sources are part of Karma’s library, the system auto-
matically imports the data and shows the source model of
the data. The model for the KEGG data is simple, as the
data just contains attributes of genes. However, the model
for the PharmGKB data is more sophisticated as it contains
data about pathways, genes, drugs, and diseases. The model
shows how the various elements are related using the ter-
minology defined in the ontology for these sources. After
the gathering phase, users can easily combine the data in a
semantically consistent way. In the example, the user com-
bines the datasets based on the Gene class that is present in
the models of both sources. This allows users to easily incor-
porate attributes from KEGG into the dataset gathered from
PharmGKB.

If Karma did not already have a model of a specific
source, it would attempt to build one automatically. Karma
automatically suggests mappings for each data column to
classes and properties in the ontology. These mappings are
based on learned models of semantic types that the system
encountered previously. For the table of data from Phar-
mGKB, Karma would automatically suggest that the Acces-
sionId column is mapped to the pharmGKBId of Pathway
because it has seen similar data before. Whenever sugges-
tions are incorrect or missing, users can click on the black
circles to correct them. Most importantly, Karma builds
the model that ties the columns together. In this example,
Karma would suggest using classes such as Disease, Path-
way, Gene, and Drug and suggest the properties to connect
these classes. When the suggestions are incorrect, users can
change them by selecting the appropriate classes and proper-
ties from the ontology (user adjustments are shown in blue).
Karma includes a learning module that learns from these ad-
justments, iteratively improving its accuracy the more it is
used with similar data (Taheriyan et al. 2013).

In general, users would build combined datasets to pro-
cess them using appropriate analysis and visualization tools,
as shown in Figure 2. We illustrate how a user would visual-
ize their combined dataset using Cytoscape. First, the user
would select Cytoscape from the Karma library of tools.
Because this tool would be in the Karma library, it would
have a service model that specifies the semantics and syn-
tax of the inputs and outputs. Cytoscape is a network vi-
sualization tool, so its model would specify that it needs a
dataset containing edges that connect vertices. To invoke Cy-
toscape on the combined PharmGKB source, the user would
need to map the classes in the PharmGKB model to the
classes in the Cytoscape model. By leveraging the structure
of the ontologies and learning from previous uses of the tool,
Karma would propose mappings that users can adjust using
an interactive user interface (similarly to how today’s Karma
semi-automatically generates models of sources). The ser-
vice model would also specify how to generate the input files
and how to invoke the tool.

Users would design and test the process interactively, on
a small data sample, and then save a plan that the system
would use to perform all the steps in batch. Figure 2 does
not illustrate it, but the service models would also include a
model of the outputs. This means that the outputs would not
be just files, but modeled datasets that researchers can pub-
lish and share with others without having to expend addi-
tional effort to annotate them with metadata. These datasets
would be ready to augment the library of datasets that the
whole community can use.

Related Work

Developers today approach data preparation either by labo-
riously defining and writing programs or by using existing
data warehousing tools, neither of which provides the flex-
ibility to cope with diverse and changing data sources, nor
the scalability to cope with large, streaming data. We have
developed an innovative approach to easily define data in-
tegration plans in Karma. It already addresses several data
reshaping challenges, and we are now working to add the
flexibility and richness required to rapidly apply data analy-
sis and visualization tools to new datasets.

The most closely related work to this effort is the re-
cent work on GoogleRefine1 and DataWrangler (Kandel et
al. 2011). Both systems provide good support for solving a

1http://code.google.com/p/google-refine/
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Figure 2: Example of how a user would create a data integration plan that transforms and restructures messy raw data to
visualize it using a visualization tool called Cytoscape



small part of the data reshaping problem that we address in
Karma. They support structured and semi-structured data,
but lack support for hierarchical data (e.g., XML, JSON,
RDF). Both are focused on single datasets, lacking sup-
port for integrating multiple datasets. Data Wrangler is a
browser-based tool with no server component, so it is lim-
ited to datasets of a few thousand records. Google Refine
allows users to define new operators using Javascript, mak-
ing it more powerful, but harder to use. It has a server com-
ponent so it can support large datasets, but has no support
for streaming data or parallelization. There is also an exten-
sion to Google Refine that makes it possible to publish data
in RDF with respect to a domain model (Maali, Cyganiak,
and Peristeras 2012), but the mapping to the domain model
is defined manually. Neither system has explicit models to
capture the input/output requirements of other tools. They
provide a set of useful operators, but without the seman-
tic models users receive no guidance on what operations to
use to reshape data to satisfy the requirements of the toolkit
components they want to invoke.

Other related work includes the data warehouse tools
(e.g., Informatica, IBM DataStage, Oracle Data Integrator,
and Talend) that are designed to process very large datasets,
but all of these tools require a centralized data repository and
require significant manual effort to define the ETL rules to
set up this repository (Inmon 2005). There is recent work to
to scale these systems to petascale data warehouses, such as
the recent system developed by Facebook, called Hive (Thu-
soo et al. 2010), but like other data warehouse tools, this tool
still requires significant effort to define the integrated data
warehouse.

Discussion

We believe the approach presented here will dramatically
reduce the time to construct data reshaping plans, improve
their reliability, and execute them at scale. This will enable
developers to rapidly and correctly prepare data for analy-
sis and visualization tools and link the output of one tool to
the input of the next, all within the big data environment.
This, in turn, will allow developers to focus on the analysis
workflows, trying different tools, different parameters, etc.
in order to optimize the analyses. Today, there are no tools
that attempt to solve this problem. As described above, the
closest partial solution to this challenge of transforming and
restructuring data considers only static data, and requires ei-
ther manual programming, tools such as Google Refine with
only interactive cleaning, or relatively inflexible data ware-
house products. None of these systems provide an end-to-
end solution to the problem and for the parts of the problem
that they do solve, they do not offer an easy-to-use approach
to define data restructuring plans for processing very large
or streaming datasets.

One area of future research is how to build the data re-
shaping plans without access to all of the data. For both very
large datasets and streaming data, it is not feasible to con-
sider all of the data to build the data reshaping plans. So the
challenge is how to decide which portion of the data to ex-
amine and how to decide when the system has seen enough
of the data to build correct and reliable data reshaping plans.
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